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Figure 1: Illustration of the basic technique: (a) arm extension switches from mobile interaction mode to spatial interaction mode; (b) extending
arm while holding finger on an application screen, then flicking up, pushes content to environment; (c) pointing at content in environment,
then flicking down, pulls content to phone application for detailed manipulation.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

We investigate how smartphones can be used to mediate the manipulation of smartphone-based content in spatial augmented reality
(SAR). A major challenge here is in seamlessly transitioning a phone
between its use as a smartphone to its use as a controller for SAR.
Most users are familiar with hand extension as a way for using
a remote control for SAR. We therefore propose to use hand extension as an intuitive mode switching mechanism for switching
back and forth between the mobile interaction mode and the spatial
interaction mode. Based on this intuitive mode switch, our technique enables the user to push smartphone content to an external
SAR environment, interact with the external content, rotate-scaletranslate it, and pull the content back into the smartphone, all the
while ensuring no conflict between mobile interaction and spatial
interaction. To ensure feasibility of hand extension as mode switch,
we evaluate the classification of extended and retracted states of
the smartphone based on the phone’s relative 3D position with
respect to the user’s head while varying user postures, surface distances, and target locations. Our results show that a random forest
classifier can classify the extended and retracted states with a 96%
accuracy on average.

• Human-centered computing → User studies; Mixed / augmented reality; Interaction techniques; Smartphones; • Computing methodologies → Classification and regression trees.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Smartphone-based content and services are now central to many logistical and social aspects of life. However, a small phone screen still
constrains how content can be viewed, manipulated, and shared in
our immediate physical environment. One solution to constrained
screen sizes is the use of external screens in the form of large displays or augmented reality to view and manipulate smartphone
content. This work explores how smartphones can mediate this
interaction in spatial augmented reality.
Current phones support television “screencasting” and its subsequent use as a ’remote control’. Researchers have also proposed
methods to send phone content to large displays (e.g. [3, 14]). Several other works have proposed using the phone as a pointer for
varying forms of external content around a user, including for large
displays [20, 23], for head-mounted augmented reality [4, 15], or
for projected spatial augmented reality (SAR) [11, 21]. However,
these works do not consider the problem of how to seamlessly
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transition a phone between its use as a smartphone to its use as
a remote control for external spatial content. When using regular
smartphone operations, such as swipes, taps, rotations, to push or
manipulate external spatial content, some mode switch is needed
to avoid conflict between these two use cases. Although this could
be accomplished with a dedicated remote control app, this kind of
explicit mode switch introduces high friction when switching back
and forth between mobile interaction and spatial interaction modes
multiple times within a short period.
Users routinely extend their hand out towards the display when
using a remote control. In this paper, we propose to use this hand
extension as a more implicit mechanism for switching back and
forth between the smartphone’s default usage (’mobile interaction
mode’) and its usage as a push and point device for external spatial
content (’spatial interaction mode’): when the user extends out
their hand, the smartphone switches to spatial interaction mode,
and when the user retracts their hand, it switches back to mobile
interaction mode. Based on this intuitive mode switch, we describe
the design of our interaction technique that enables the user to push
smartphone content to an external SAR environment, interact with
the spatial content, rotate-scale-translate it, and pull the content
back into the smartphone, all the while ensuring no conflict between
the mobile interaction mode and spatial interaction use. While
similar gestures have been proposed as design techniques [3], there
have been limited sensing investigations that demonstrate that such
an intuitive mode switch is feasible. We evaluate the classification
of extended and retracted states of the smartphone based on the
phone’s relative 3D position with respect to the user’s head while
varying user postures, surface distances, and target locations. Our
results show that a random forest classifier can classify the extended
and retracted states with a 96% accuracy on average.

2

RELATED WORK

We divide our investigation of related work into two parts. Firstly,
we look at works that use the smartphone as a pointing device for
external content. Secondly, we investigate around-body interaction
especially pertaining to our scenario.

2.1

Smartphone as a Pointing Device

Multiple works have explored the use of smartphones as pointing
devices for controlling content on large displays, augmented reality,
and spatial augmented reality. Myers et al. [20] investigated large
display pointing with a laser equipped Personal Digital Assistant,
which has a similar form factor to a smartphone. Their Semantic
Snarfing technique is used for remote laser pointing, and features
a method to capture remote content into the phone for detailed
manipulation. PointerPhone [23] studied how a laser equipped smartphone could be used with a large display across six tasks, included
similar capture techniques that can transfer external content to the
phone’s display. Beaudouin-Lafon et al. [1] investigated the use of
a smartphone for interaction in a multi-display environment using
unimanual and bimanual gestures. Langner et al. [14] developed a
flick-transfer gesture for content sharing to a large display which
is combined with a hybrid raycast and orthogonal pointing technique. However, none of these techniques address mode switch as a
problem and assume that the user is using an application dedicated
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to interacting with the large displays. Similar to our work, Code
Space [3] proposes arm extension as a form of an implicit mode
switch for a multi-display environment to enhance the code review
process.
Techniques have been proposed that combine a mobile device
with an AR HMD for spatial selection [15] or for visualization of
high-dimensional datasets [24]. Büschel et al. [4] used a smartphone
with an AR HMD to evaluate pan and zoom techniques for 3D data
spaces. They found that device movement and touch-based drag operations were most effective for unimanual interaction. On a larger
scale, raycasting from a smartphone [11] or hand-held pointer [21]
has been shown to be an effective and versatile approach for SAR.
We use raycasting as our primary pointing method. All these techniques motivate the use of the smartphone as a pointing device for
spatial content and demonstrate further the significance of enabling
easy and intuitive mode switching between mobile interaction and
spatial interaction modes.

2.2

Around-Body Interaction

Conceptually, the area around the body has pericutaneous, peripersonal, and extrapersonal layers [9]. Each layer describes how we
view ourselves in relation to the objects situated around us, and
prior work has investigated aspects of these layers to expand the set
of affordances the smartphone can provide. For example, the space
in front of the user has been imagined as containing hidden digital
information that is viewed through the smartphones screen [29],
or as a means to explore multi-layered panorama images [26].
Most relevant to our work, is using the space around the body for
input. Virtual Shelves [17] used spatial locations positioned around
the user to trigger smartphone shortcuts, and Chen et al. proposed
a set of techniques that map in-air spatial locations (as well as body
parts) to a set of gestures for information retrieval, storage, and
actions [6]. Chen et al. conduct a preliminary study where they use
the smartphone’s 3D position relative to the location of the face
to classify the phone’s position along different distance and orientation categories [7]. The study is a preliminary study consisting
of only a single user. Our work classifies the extended vs retracted
state which depends on the distance and orientation of the phone
relative to the user’s head, while considering other influencing
factors including the target location and the user posture.
In the next section, we describe the design overview of our technique that ensures conflict-free interaction for mobile and spatial
modes, while ensuring other design principles including user comfort and eyes-free operation during spatial manipulation. We then
describe our prototype implementation, followed by the classification analysis and usability study.

3

DESIGN OVERVIEW

The primary goal of our interaction technique is to use an arm extension as an intuitive mode switch to support both a default mobile
interaction mode as well as a rich spatial interaction mode when
interacting within a SAR environment. The interactions supported
for the spatial mode are: push content from smartphone to SAR,
delete content from SAR, RST (rotate-scale-translate) manipulation
of app windows in SAR, and capture content from SAR to perform
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Figure 2: Interaction state diagram: (a) the native smartphone application when arm is retracted; (b) a tap-and-a-half while retracting the
smartphone captures the spatial content that is in focus; (c) content is placed by holding the thumb down on an item (e.g. photo, app, etc),
extending the arm, and flicking up; (d) extend arm to activate spatial interaction mode, removal of spatial content is achieved by pointing and
flicking down on screen; and (e) holding the thumb on the screen while pointing enters manipulation mode where RST can be performed,
retracting the arm in this state allows a relaxed posture.

synchronized content-specific manipulation between SAR and the
smartphone.
Our design is aimed at achieving the following five design goals:
(1) Intuitive: Transitioning between a native smartphone application to spatial content should be easy to understand and
discover.
(2) Conflict-free: The method should avoid actions that conflict
with existing system wide smartphone input. For example,
the smartphone supports different types of touch gestures,
bezel swipes, force presses, and overloaded physical buttons, but all of them have designated default system-level
or application-level functions and cannot be used to enable
fast, low-friction mode switch to another spatial mode. The
arm extension and retraction enables a conflict-free mode
switch while being intuitive.
(3) Comfortable: However, one problem with using the phone
as a remote pointer when the arm is extended is that it leads
to rapid arm fatigue (gorilla arm effect). We avoid extended
periods of strain in our design by enabling a relaxed RST
mode where the user can perform RST operations with a
retracted hand while maintaining the conflict-free use.
(4) One-Handed Extended Use: All extended hand interactions in
our design work one-handed because it is difficult to perform
interactions with two extended hands.
(5) Eyes-free Extended Use: When interacting in extended mode,
the interaction should not require the user to look at the
phone screen because it may not be easily visible and also
because the user should be able to focus on the spatial content while manipulating it. Our design ensures this by using
a combination of taps, long presses, swipes, and 3D displacement and rotation of the phone in the extended mode, all of
which are eyes-free.

3.1

Interaction Technique

Figure 2 illustrates the action states and transitions in our interaction technique.

3.1.1 Extended and Retracted State (Fig. 1a, Fig. 2a,d). The user
extends their hand to interact with the spatial content. The system
continually uses the 3D position of the phone relative to the user’s
head to determine if the phone is in the extended state or retracted
state. As soon as the system detects that the user has transitioned
from retracted to extended, the system enters the spatial interaction
mode. The extend motion naturally becomes a pointing gesture
to specify a spatial location to place, remove, or manipulate content. When the user brings their arm back to the retracted state,
the system switches back to the smartphone interaction mode. To
enable comfort, the exception to this rule is when the user wants to
perform relaxed RST manipulation or content-specific manipulation. While the user is in the extended state, the user can perform
specific gestures to continue to interact with the spatial content in
the retracted state. We detail these later.
The notion of extending the hand vs. retracting is subjective and
does not depend solely on the distance or orientation of the phone.
Primarily, it depends on four factors: 1) Target Location: the targeted
spatial location of interaction. For instance, the distances when the
user extends the phone towards the ground vs towards the wall
vs towards the roof would be very different. 2) User Posture: There
would be variations in how the hand is extended, depending on the
user’s posture, whether they are standing, sitting, or lying down. 3)
Distance of the projection surface: The arm extension will also be
impacted by the distance of the projection surface. For instance, the
extension may be smaller if the wall is nearer and less than arm’s
length. 4) Users: Different users may extend the arm differently,
while some may perceive extension to be a complete arm-stretch,
others may opt for a slightly more relaxed version. There may be
different ways users respond in the above conditions. Further the
distance of the phone relative to the head may also depend on users’
arm lengths. Due to these factors, it is difficult to specify a simple
threshold-based classification of extended vs retracted states or use
heuristic based raycasting like in Langner et al. [14]. We therefore
conduct a classification study as described in the next section.
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Figure 3: RST manipulation of spatial content using eyes-free touch
for rotate and scale and raycasting for position.

3.1.2 Placement and Removal (Fig. 2c). To distribute spatial content
from the smartphone into the spatial environment, the user holds
their thumb on top of the application they wish to place in the
environment. With the thumb held down, they extend their hand to
switch into spatial interaction mode and flick their thumb up (Fig.
1b). This can be done one-handed. The location and orientation of
the content is dependent on where the a ray from the smartphone
points just before the flick. This avoids any errors due to unintentional movements during the flick. Raycasting has been shown to
have good performance for these types of tasks [11].
Removal of spatial content works in a complementary way. When
in spatial interaction mode and pointing at a content item, swiping
down on the phone screen removes it (Fig. 1c).
3.1.3 RST Manipulation (Fig. 2e, Fig. 3). We consider four of our
design principles when constructing the interactions around spatial
content manipulation: One-handed: Any two-fingered gestures like
pinching or rotating are not possible, Intuitiveness: RST interactions should not be hidden behind nested menus or a complicated
interface, eyes-free extended use, and Comfort.
To manipulate content, the user must extend their arm and point
the smartphone towards a spatial content item, then hold their
thumb anywhere on the screen for dwell period of 200ms. After,
the spatial content will be in selected and the user can relax their
arm to a comfortable position.
Rotation is accomplished by moving the thumb along the x-axis
of the smartphone. The rotation occurs around the contents center
of mass where the rotation axis is the surface normal. Moving the
thumb to the left will rotate counter-clockwise and to the right,
clockwise. Scaling uses thumb movement along the y-axis of the
smartphone. This will cause a uniform scaling of the content along
all dimension, making it larger when pushing the thumb up, and
smaller then pulling the thumb down. Translation uses raycasting,
the content will automatically follow the ray and snaps to the
intersecting spatial surface.
For comfort, the user can relax their arm during RST by retracting
their hand while the thumb is down on the touchscreen. The system
then enters the Relaxed RST mode and stays in it as long as the
thumb does not lift from the screen for more than 1000ms (Figure 2e).
This delay is needed to enable clutching for rotation and scaling.
Figure 2 shows how the interaction remains conflict-free.
3.1.4 Capture for content-specific manipulation (Fig. 2b). Capturing
spatial content into the smartphone enables more detailed manipulation, for example adjusting application-specific parameters of
the content, such as a map location, or weather forecast type. This

Figure 4: An example of spatial content viewed in the SAR setup.
Note how content can be displayed on any surface including walls,
floor, furniture, and objects.

can be thought of as an extension to the content itself, an intuitive
remote interface. To capture content, the user extends their hand,
points toward the content, performs a tap-and-a-half (a tap immediately followed by a touch-down) on the screen, and then brings the
phone back towards their body into a comfortable state. This opens
a specialized application-specific interface corresponding to the
spatial content. Exiting content capture uses a method compatible
with standard operating systems: the contextual back-button or
home screen gesture.

4

IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATIONS

We built a proof-of-concept system to enable applications that
demonstrate our interaction technique in SAR. To eliminate confounds and simplify engineering, we use a commercial motion
tracking system to track the user’s head and the phone. Later, we
describe how this system was used first to evaluate the feasibility
of the extend gesture while gathering data to build a recognizer,
and second, to evaluate the usability of our interaction technique.

4.1

SAR Environment

Our environment is a corner of a large room occupying approximately 4 × 4 meters of floor space (Fig. 4). Placed around the
environment are five digital projectors, six Microsoft Kinect cameras (each connected to an IntelNUC Intel® Core™ i7-7567U PC),
and a ten-camera Vicon motion tracking system (Vera/Bonita IR
cameras). An instance of the Vicon Tracker 3.6.0 software running
on a dedicated server handles real time tracking of a smartphone
and a person’s head. The phone tracking object is a custom-printed
phone case with seven 6.4mm spherical reflective markers and two
9.5mm ones. The head is tracked through a ball cap with five markers attached to the visor and crown. All tracking is filtered using
the One Euro Filter [5] (f = 9.9 and β = 0.5 for position, f = 20
and β = 0.5 for orientation).
The main server (Windows 10, Intel® Core™ i7-6850K) is connected to the Vicon server and IntelNUCs using a local intranet

Maps App

Weather App

Photo App
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Figure 5: Three example scenarios created with our framework. (a) The native photo, weather, and maps application use the spatial APIs to
enable elements of their interface for spatial use (highlighted in red). (b) Content can be pushed onto surfaces in the physical environment
by extending the arm and flicking the thumb forward. (c) Spatial content existing within the physical environment and managed through the
framework’s spatial server. (d) Content already in the environment can be pulled into the smartphone by using a tap & a half gesture which
will bring up a customized spatial UI for detailed adjustments on the smartphone.

(LinkSys WRT3200ACM 10Gb router). All data processing and software powering the environment is computed and rendered using
this main server. The server sends transformed projection-mapped
content to the five projectors using two GeForce® GTX 1080 WINDFORCE OC 8G graphic cards at approximately 60 FPS.
The software powering the environment uses Unity3D for the
rendering back-end. Projectors and Kinect cameras are calibrated
using the RoomAlive toolkit [13]. The resulting 3D reconstruction
of the room imported into Unity3D. Further calibration synchronize
the 3D environment with the Vicon tracking system.
The smartphone is a Google Pixel (5.0 inch display, 149 × 74 ×
11mm with case) running Android 8.1. The complete environment
allows for fast and accurate prototyping of various interaction
techniques within a spatially enabled environment

4.2

System Architecture

Our framework handles connections, event processing, and room
rendering. Each smartphone contains a spatial client running in
the background that communicates with the native applications
running on the device. The client handles phone localization, gesture recognition, and switching between personal smartphone use

to spatial interaction. All communication from a native application
to its spatial content is handled through the client by a set of application programming interfaces (API). These sets of APIs provide
an interface for mobile applications to create, delete, control, and
manipulate associated spatial content.
The spatial server receives communication events from the client,
manages the spatial content, and handles projection mapping. All
connected projectors are managed by the RoomAlive Toolkit [13].
All spatial content is persisted inside the server where all logic for
content layout, such as snapping to planar surfaces, are handled.

4.3

Demonstration Applications

We implemented three prototype applications using Unity3D1 for
a modern smartphone (Fig. 5).
4.3.1 Photos Application (Fig. 5 top). To place a photo in the environment, the user touches a single photo in the application with
their thumb. With the thumb on the photo, they extend their arm
to activate spatial interaction mode, and flick their thumb forward
1 https://www.unity.com/
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to push the photo onto the surface the smartphone is pointing toward. This can be repeated for multiple photos. Once a series of
images have been placed, the position, scale, and orientation can be
determined through the manipulation interactions described above,
or other attributes (e.g. brightness) can be controlled by pulling in
the photo, bringing up the spatial UI.
4.3.2 Weather Application (Fig. 5 middle). To place ambient weather
information in the environment, the user touches a peice of information with their thumb, extends their arm, and then flicks their
thumb forward to place the ambient display on one of the rooms
surfaces. The location, scale, orientation can be manipulated like
with the photos. If the user needs finer control over aspects of the
spatial content, they can capture the spatial UI through the pull
gesture described previously.
4.3.3 Maps Application (Fig. 5 bottom). To place a map, the user
touches the map bar on the bottom of the application, extends
their arm, and flicks their thumb forward. The location, scale, and
orientation can be adjusted through the methods stated previously.
If the map is placed on the floor, it can create the illusion of walking
long the route presented on the map.
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Figure 6: Target placement. (a) Depicts the mapping of targets onto
a 2D projected sphere, where target 3 is the forward vector relative
to the user’s head. The far variant for sit and stand use all the blue
targets, and the near variant uses all target up to 11. Supine-far uses
a subset from 1-11 excluding 9 and 11; and supine-near uses a subset
(1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 13, 16, 19, 20). (b) Illustration of the target placement
for the sit-far configuration mapped onto a physical environment.
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STUDY 1: EXTENDED VS RETRACTED
CLASSIFICATION

Our technique requires robust detection of whether the user is in
the extended state or the non-extended retracted state when the user
interacts with the touchscreen. Existing work [7] shows promise
that the position and orientation of the phone with respect to the
user’s head can be obtained using inside-out tracking from the
phone. One trivial approach to determining the states is to calculate
the distance using ℓ2 -norm from the head to the smartphone and
use a simple threshold for delineation. However, as mentioned
earlier, this approach would be unable to generalize for deviations
in the smartphone’s target location, user posture, surface distance,
and a user’s specific way of extending their hand and their arm
length. To demonstrate feasibility of our interaction we need to
demonstrate the feasibility of accurately classifying the extended
vs retracted states under the variations of these factors.
We conducted a study to collect data on multiple extend target
locations (angles) across three different postures: standing, sitting,
and laying down supine, two different surface distances: near and
far, across 12 users. We trained a binary classifier on the collected
data that consisted of smartphone’s position and orientation relative
to the head. We also used the user’s height as an additional feature
to investigate its effect on the classification. We now describe the
experiment procedure and classification results.

5.1
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Data Collection

We recruited 12 participants, ages 20 to 29, 3 female. All participants
were right-handed. Most participants actively used a mobile device
an average of 4.1 hours a day. Height ranges between 158 cm to
187 cm and the length of their right shoulder to their index finger
ranged from 66cm to 79cm. Participants received $15 for their time.
We collected data for six configurations consisting of posture
state (sit, stand, and supine) and room state (near and far): sit-near,
sit-far, stand-near, stand-far, supine-near, and supine-far. An office

Figure 7: Study 1 trial task. (a) User is prompted to select a target
upon which the user taps to confirm their retracted state. (b) User
performs the extend gesture and flicks their thumb up on the screen.
(c) User retracts the hand and performs a tap to confirm the retracted state and is then prompted to select three buttons (‘A’, ‘B’,
and ‘C’) to simulate native phone usage until the next trial.

divider 168cm tall and 151cm long oriented perpendicular to one
wall allowed us to simulate near and far surfaces.
Physical targets were placed around the user with an associated
number and color (Fig. 6). Targets were positioned relative to a
canonical head location with angles determined by a laser pointer
attached to a smartphone with an orientation sensor. In each standfar and sit-far configuration, targets were placed in the environment
using 0°, 45°, and 90°offsets across both the x- and y- axes relative
to their origin point, resulting in 17 directions (Fig. 6a all blue
targets). In each stand-near and sit-near configuration, targets were
generated with a similar approach, resulting in 11 directions (Fig. 6a:
blue targets 1-11). Supine-far excluded targets 9 and 11, while supinenear used a subset of all 20 targets. Both resulting in 9 directions
(see Fig. 6a).
The task in each trial was to extend, point towards a specified
target, and retract back (Figure 7). At the beginning of a trial, the
participant holds their phone in the non-extended retracted manner.
They then receive a smartphone prompt to extend and point to a
specific target. Participant taps the screen and then extends their
arm towards the target and swipes up. The participant then retracts
the arm and taps again followed by a series of button presses to simulate phone usage before the next trial starts. The data is recorded
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Figure 8: Three-dimensional volumes depicting the extend gesture point clouds. Origin is the head position and axes range from ±100cm .

at the time of the two taps and the swipe up gesture. Participants
were asked to extend their arm naturally without overstraining
their arms.
The order of the 6 configurations were counter-balanced using
a balanced Latin square. For each configuration, the participant
completed a short practice block of trials, then 3 blocks of measured
trials consisting of all target positions in a random order. Participants were given breaks after each block to ensure minimal effect of
fatigue on the data. Each session lasted approximately 70 minutes.
In total, there were 12 participants × (17 [stand-far] + 17 [sit-far] +
11 [stand-far] + 11 [sit-far] + 9 [supine-far] + 9 [supine-near]) × 3
blocks = 2,664 trials that were used for classification.

5.2

Table 1: Three random forest classifiers trained on different variations of user data: General is trained on all data using crossvalidation; Per User: Height is trained for each user using height as a
feature; Per User: No Height is trained for each user without height.
Overall accuracy is 96% (SD 4.5).
Classifier
General
Per User:
Height
Per User:
No Height

M
SD
M
SD
M
SD

Stand Far

Stand Near

Sit Far

Sit Near

Supine Far

Supine Near

96.09
3.75
98.63
2.13
98.46
2.27

96.08
4.62
98.87
1.01
98.61
1.18

97.48
2.66
99.50
0.56
99.45
0.61

91.65
4.09
96.26
2.18
96.11
1.83

88.70
14.92
95.47
4.31
93.20
5.03

82.03
13.25
93.15
4.73
90.35
5.07

Classification

Figure 7 shows the convex hull for the extended smartphone’s relative position with respect to the head. It illustrates the diversity
in the point clouds of the six configurations. We first conduct an
analysis of how much of the data can be explained by using a single
radius threshold value. The spherical volume that results from the
radius delineates the space. We optimized a sphere fitting algorithm that minimises its cost function to find the optimal radius (x)
through least squares [18]:
Õ
qn + qe
argmin
x−
2
x
q ∈Q

Q is the set of datapoints containing the head to smartphone distances, qn is the distance in the retracted state, and qe is the distance
in the extended state. The resulting optimal radius come out to be
53.85cm with a classification accuracy of 82.9%. This shows that
the optimal radius can delineate 82.9% of the extended and retracted
data. Of course since the optimization is across the whole data
without splitting out a test set, whether this radius value generalizes well is an open question. However, it does indicate that a
more advanced classifier that includes the relative position and
orientation features might yield a good generalizable performance.
We trained a per-user random forest classifier [10] as well as a
general leave-one-out cross-validation classifier for each of the six
configurations.
5.2.1 Per-user Classifiers. We trained on two blocks of user data
and tested on the third. We evaluated all three train-test combinations and averaged the results per user. The overall mean accuracy
for all users came out to be 96%. A summary of the results can be
viewed in Table 1. For the conditions stand-far, stand-near, sit-far,
the classifier shows near perfect accuracies. The sit-near conditions

is also high. However, the accuracy for supine-far and supine-near
conditions is lower than the other conditions overall. This can be
explained by how the participants held the phone while in a the
supine posture, which deviated from both the sit and stand postures.
A users’ height may influence the length of the hand extension
gesture. We added the users’ heights as a feature and redid the
above analysis. Table 1 shows that while accuracy for the stand and
sit conditions remain relatively unaffected, the accuracy in both
supine conditions have improved. We conducted Mcnemar’s test [8]
to compare the performance of the two classifiers for both the
supine-near and supine-far conditions; the difference came out to
be statistically significant (p < 0.05). Thus, including height as one
of the features can increase the accuracy of the supine condition by
a low but significant percentage for per-user classifiers. Overall, the
results show that with user-specific classifiers, the extend gesture
is a practical possibility.
5.2.2 General Classifier (Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation). To evaluate the general predictive accuracy of the classifier, when there
is no training data from the user, we conducted a 12-fold leaveone-out cross-validation where data from 11 users were used for
training and was tested on the 12th user for all 12 combinations.
The overall accuracy with a random forest classifier came out to be
92%. A summary of the results in Table 1 shows the accuracy per
condition. The accuracy for stand-far, sit-far, and stand-near are
good enough for practical use. However, the accuracies of sit-near
and supine-far are lower. The accuracy of supine-near at 82% indicates the dependence of the user’s specific way of handling a phone
when laying on their back. Adding the height feature only added a
marginally observable difference in this case and is therefore not
reported.
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them in a public space. All participants found laying down supine
and using a smartphone with a single hand sometimes difficult.

7

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our interaction technique is highly dependent on tracking a smartphone relative to the user’s spatial location. In this section, we
discuss current limitations with possible solutions and present compelling directions for future work.

7.1
Figure 9: Boxplots showing usability study results.

5.2.3 Summary. Overall, our results show that simple heuristics
are unable to account for the extend gesture’s variance, and by
utilizing the smartphone’s position and orientation, and the head
to smartphone distance of the user, a high degree of accuracy can
be obtained (96%), thus demonstrating the feasibility of using arm
extension as an intuitive mode switch.

6

STUDY 2: PILOT USABILITY EVALUATION

We evaluate the end-to-end usability of our interaction technique
using the three applications we described above in a pilot study.
We recruited 6 participants that did not participate in the previous
study: ages 20 to 25, 1 male, all right handed, reported phone usage
3.6 hours per day on average. Remuneration was $10.
The protocol was as follows. First, the participant was briefly
instructed on how to use the interaction technique, then they used
the system for 5 minutes to familiarize themselves and practice the
different actions. Next, they performed the different actions used
by the interaction technique while assuming different postures:
standing, sitting, and supine (laying down). After, they used the
complete interaction technique in realistic usage scenarios enabled
by the three prototype applications described above. Again, they
completed each scenario while standing, sitting, and supine. At the
end, they rated each posture condition on multiple measures, and
participated in a closing interview. The posture condition order
was counter-balanced.

6.1

Results

Ratings by posture are provided in Figure 9. Each uses a scale from
1 and 10, where 10 is a positive rating for Extend Gesture, Ease of
Learning, and Ease of Use. For Mental Demand and Physical Demand,
0 indicates less demand.
Participants found the interactions easy to use (stand = 9.2, sit
= 9, supine = 7.3); easy to learn (stand = 8.2, sit = 9.5, supine = 9.6),
and thought they integrated well with the existing smartphone
ecosystem. The mental and physical demand were rated low for
all postures (lower means less demand) except for supine which
was rated higher then the others for physical demand (3.6). Overall,
participants found the extend gesture intuitive to use for stand
(9.3) and sit (8.5), while the gesture for supine was sometime seen
as cumbersome (6.8). Five participants stated that they would use
spatial applications at home or office, but all were neutral on using

Real World Tracking of a Smartphone

Our current system uses absolute tracking provided by a Vicon
motion tracking system to accurately track the smartphone and the
user’s head position within an instrumented area. This was done to
simplify prototyping and provide experimental control, so verifying
that our techniques will work outside this kind of fixed tracking
environment is currently an open question. However, recent advancements in 3D tracking, using combinations of accelerometer
and “inside-out” computer vision [16, 19, 28], are quite robust in
current generation mobile AR. Implementing and testing our interaction methods in this kind of ad hoc tracking context remains a
topic for future work.

7.2

Extended vs Retracted Classification

Our classification results demonstrate the feasibility of using arm
extension as an intuitive mode switch gesture and provide the impetus for the next set of investigations in this space. There are multiple
directions of future work pertaining to this classification problem.
Firstly, our results currently depend on the awareness of the configurations that the user is in. The user could set this up in the
beginning depending on their most frequent use-case and switch
it when their configuration changes. The implicit recognition of
user posture and surface proximity is a good subject for future
work. Secondly, while we demonstrate the feasibility of the extend
gesture using robust 3D positions obtained from external tracking,
further investigation is needed to ascertain that the 3D position
obtained from inside-out tracking using a combination of 3D environment mapping, face tracking, and inertial measurement units
provides a similar level of robustness. Thirdly, we observed higher
accuracies for per-user classifiers and more work needs to be done
to investigate quick user calibrations or on-the-go personalization
of the classifier model.

7.3

Extending the Interaction Space

The interaction vocabulary currently supports a subset of the interactions possible within an augmented environment (Fig. 2). A natural extension to explore would be the group manipulation content,
content snapping and layouts, and other higher level functionality
whereby multiple objects can be manipulated at once.
In our technique design, we purposely created it to be usable
across three common postures a user would frequently encounter.
However, instead of our posture-invariant technique, it would be
interesting to explicitly use these postures to control aspects of
application state, changing how the technique functions based on
the current posture. These posture-dependent techniques could be
an interesting area for future work.
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7.4

Direct Touch

Some participants found it difficult to perform the extend gesture
while laying down supine (Fig 9). Comments indicate that they
had trouble lifting the smartphone away from their body and that
they had a hard time holding onto the phone with a single hand
when targets were beside them. Other smaller issue came about
when targets where generally close in proximity overall. In our
interaction space and system implementation, we refrained ourselves from using direct touch for nearby targets so we could focus
on at-distance interaction, but investigating manipulation through
direct touch would be the logical next step.
For our prototype environment, we utilized a projection-based
AR were projectors are calibrated using the RoomAlive Toolkit [27].
The result of this calibration process can sometimes introduce artifacts that may reduce visual fidelity, such as projector misalignment.
Some of these issues could be mitigated through better projector
alignment techniques [22, 25] or laser projectors.

7.5

Two-Handed Interaction

We explicitly designed our technique for single-hand interaction,
however there are two-handed smartphone techniques, such as
viewport pointing [2] and mid-air gestures [12], that have been
used for similar types of object manipulation and selection. Previous
work indicates raycasting from a phone held by a single hand has
some advantages in a SAR environment compared to viewport
pointing with two hands [11]. A head-to-head comparison between
our one-handed method and two-handed techniques would be an
interesting direction for future work.

8

CONCLUSION

Pushing out and interacting with smartphone content in augmented
reality is an increasingly relevant problem without any clear solutions so far. In this work, we proposed using the smartphone
itself as the mediator of this interaction based on arm extension,
a seamless and intuitive way for the phone to switch between the
mobile interaction and spatial interaction modes, similar to how
users extend and retract their arms when using a remote control.
Our interaction technique enables the user to push smartphone
content to an external SAR environment, interact with the external
content, rotate-scale-translate it, and pull the content back into the
smartphone, all the while ensuring comfort, no conflict between the
mobile and spatial interactions, and single-handed and eyes-free
use in the spatial mode. To ensure feasibility of hand extension
as mode switch, we evaluated the classification of extended and
retracted states of the smartphone while varying user postures, surface distances, and target locations. Our results show that a random
forest classifier can classify the extended and retracted states with
a 96% accuracy on average. A final usability study of the interaction
space with three demonstrative applications found interactions to
be usable and intuitive.
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